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Course objectives:  

 to practice of students on an example of mechanized platoon structure in 

the combat units and command structure, 

 to practice of students in the knowledge of the principles of command 

combat unit on a model example: "lead defense mechanized platoon", 

 enumerate and repeat the duties and powers of the Commander (Deputy 

Commander) combat units, 

 to improve of students in the knowledge of the individual responsibilities of 

commander of combat troops in battle. 



Summary: 

Preface 

1. The structure of the combat units and a command chain 

2. The main principles of the command in the combat unit and its 

management 

3. Responsibilities and obligations of command in combat units  

Conclusion 

List of tasks for students: 

References and further reading: 



Preface 

Execute: 

 Performance of presentation on the following topics: 



 Task Force and the structure of command and control (command and 

control authorities to the company level - including), 



 general tasks commanders and their application in combat (clarification 

forms of reasoning), 



 obligations of individual commanders and deputy commander of troops in 

combat. 



Presentation of the results of preparing students - leadership exercises and 

discussions about particular topics: 

a) Task Force and its command and control structures (organs of command and control to 

the company level - including) 

b) General tasks commanders and their application in combat (clarification forms of 

reasoning) 

c) obligations of individual commanders .a deputy commander of troops in combat. 

d) for example mechanized platoon practice and thereby improve students' knowledge in 

the structure of combat units and command structure, 

e) practice knowledge of the principles of command combat unit on a model example lead 

defence mechanized platoon, 

f) enumeration and repetition of individual powers and responsibilities of the commander 

(Deputy Commander) combat units to improve students' knowledge of the individual 

responsibilities commander of combat troops in combat. 



Tasks list for students: 

To begin training to meet the challenges of the course in Moodle, 
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